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Background

I started as a translator five years ago, initially mostly to help friends who, as young 

aspiring filmmakers, needed their projects translated into English in order to apply for

international funding. For me it was also a hobby that would help me to keep my 

English skills sharp. 

Because of my background in the film industry (10 yrs+ working mainly as a film 

critic, curator, journalist and lecturer) and the business network I’ve built in those 

fields, I have been approached mostly to translate texts related to cinema (as well as arts

in general) and social studies (academic papers on anthropology and ethnology). 

However, I do feel comfortable working with a variety of source materials, both 

creative and technical.

I also have experience in film subtitling (PT > EN), liaison interpreting (EN > PT) and 

copy editing (PT, EN). My work as a film critic and journalist has not only taken me 

to different parts of the world, but required me to keep my English skills sharp, for I 

was either in an English-only work environment or writing for English publication 

venues.

Education

BA in Journalism at Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo (PUC-SP)



BA in Social Science at Universidade de São Paulo (USP)

Selected Portfolio

English to Portuguese Translations

 “Responsabilidades de um crítico gay de cinema”, by Robin Wood 

(http://www.revistainterludio.com.br/?p=8657)  

Portuguese translation of Robin Wood's classical essay “Responsibilities of a gay film 

critic”, first published in 1978. Wood theorizes about a new praxis of film criticism 

that would bring the writer's sexuality to the surface. Such a move, argues Wood, is a 

determinant factor to the rise of a new way of seeing and writing about films.

 “O Espectador Negro: Questões Acerca de Identificação e Resistência” 

(http://ursodelata.com/2016/12/13/traducao-o-espectador-negro-problemas-

acerca-da-identificacao-e-resistencia-manthia-diawara) 

Portuguese translation of Manthia Diawara's essay “Black Spectatorship: Problems of 

Identification and Resistance”, originally published in 1988. Diawara argues for the 

rise of the “resistant spectator” as a form of resisting the mechanisms of identification 

historically built into Hollywood films.

Translating and subtitling

 “Empowered – Episode Xongani” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Q6wHgvWqkGo) 

First episode of the Web Series “Empoderadas” (“Empowered”), created and directed by

Brazilian filmmaker Renata Martins. By interviewing black women who occupy 
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different social positions the series aims to fight against the lack of fair representation 

of these women in our media. [click on YouTube's Closed Caption button in order to 

watch with subtitles] 

 “The Origins of Dreadlocks – Zion Malik” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=9Lu6CJjoc74)

Second episode of the renowned Brazilian dread maker Zion Malik's YouTube channel,

in which he gives a historical panorama on the use of dreadlocks throughout different 

eras and cultures.

Written directly in English

 “Short films: the challenges of creative freedom” 

(http://talentpress.org/story/16/4616.html) 

Essay on some of the short films shown in the Berlinale Film Festival. This article was 

produced as part of the Talent Press, a film criticism workshop held by Berlinale for 

young film critics from all over the world.

 “Keeping it simple” (http://talentpress.org/story/09/4609.html) 

Short review of “Rabo de Peixe” (“Fish Tail”), an award-winning documentary directed 

by Joaquim Pinto and Nuno Leonel. Also written during the Berlinale Talent Press.

Professional statement

Rather than approaching my work as a translator simply as a task, I see translation as 

both a positive challenge and a great opportunity to transpose one culture into another

in each sentence translated. I take pride in having a text that I translated taken by a 
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reader as if it were originally written in her/his language.
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